
REDUCE costs, LOWER CO2 emissions,
MAKE great ice

SAVE thousands of dollars in operating and 
energy costs by no longer heating flood water

SAVE 50 Tonnes of CO2 emissions every year

REALice®: the Hot Flood Water Alternative. 

 Funding opportunities may be available
including Fortis Alberta.

Join the Conversation 
in our Facebook Group



No spider cracks, fantastic ice, 5,000 hours less runtime. 
[...] The biggest thing for us was the quality of the ice. If the 

quality went down, we wouldn’t be using the system. 
~Mike Knight, Sardis Sports Complex - Chilliwack, BC

I was the biggest skeptic, being an old-school ice maker,  
but I can eat crow now.  

~ Mike Shevallier, Arena Manager, Christenson Sports & Wellness Centre, 
Rocky Mountain House, AB



REALice® uses pressure instead of heat to remove 
micro air bubbles from resurfacing water. This 

changes the properties of the water which becomes 
denser and freezes faster, using less energy to freeze 

and to stay frozen too.

Operators are required to reset their brine/glycol 
settings 3-5°F warmer. This results in tremendous 
energy savings and extends the life cycle of the 

refrigeration equipment.

Ice clarity and strength is also improved when using 
the REALice® system.

REALice® needs no additional energy source, it 
simply relies on water pressure. A 5-year warranty 

is included with each system.

Made in Sweden, 3D-printed with no moving parts, 
patent registered worldwide. ISO 17025 accredited 

for pressure, temperature and food safety. 
100% maintenance-free!



* Based on a single pad, 8 resurfaces per day, 16 week shut down, 120 gallons used per resurfacing and brine reset of 3°F

Alberta ice rinks can achieve an ROI of 3.5 years or 
less before any incentives. Possible grant resources 
include Fortis Alberta, Energy Savings for Business or 
the Federation of Canadian Municipalities. 

Featured REALice® customers

Canadian customers with more than one system

Technology Transfer Partner: 
SWICH Services Inc.
303-1210 W8th Ave.
Vancouver BC, V6H 3Y9

1 888 542 9292
www.realice.ca
info@realice.ca


